
On July 9th, the Unique by Mode City and Interfilière 

Paris shows concluded, thus bringing to a close a 

summer edition rich in special features and news. 

Eurovet joyfully shook things up, offering a unique edition 

marked by change and innovation, everattentive and close to 

the needs of consumers and buyers from the world over. The 

rich diversity of the special features and the cross-category work 

seen throughout various product categories were hailed as new 

ways to rediscover this summer edition.

Unique by Mode City and Interfilière Paris were infused with a 

summer getaway mood and offered a preview of Eurovet’s plans 

to open to the general public in 2019. All visitors discovered the 

latest trends in a relaxed atmosphere: Airconditioned inside and 

festive outside, perfect for business and dialogue. The change of 

exhibit halls allowed for a reconfiguration of the show layouts in 

Pavilions 3 (Interfilière) and 4 (Unique by Mode City), to the 

delight of exhibitors and buyers.

Both shows, on the supply and demand sides, were united in 

offering a total overview of the market and bringing together all 

industry stakeholders: Retailers, brands, and manufacturers. 

The implementation of business speed-dating, which was a real 

platform for discussions, was hailed by all the participants.

Unique by Mode City and Interfilière Paris also provided 

responses to certain major themes such as retail, textile 

innovation, and digital evolutions, through exclusive encounters 

with 3 “Top Speakers”: Nelly Rodi, Carlin Creative Trend Bureau, 

and Lectra. In the same vein, the talks, truly essential events, 

encountered remarkable success over these 3 days, reaching an 

even wider audience.

A DECIDEDLY AMBITIOUS 
and optimistic edition



Emotion and passion at the very heart of 
the unique by Mode City show
This year, Mode City made way for Unique by Mode City, 

offering a new vision of femininity and a new experience, with 

the human factor at its very core. This new approach was 

conveyed, right from the first day, by the 100 per cent Body 

Positive #Ifeel Unique fashion show, which was truly 

emotionally intense. More than just a fashion show, this was a 

love letter to all women, popular with all visitors and 

exhibitors, lighting up the web and the media. The three 

influencer ambassadors, Gaëlle Prudencio, Julie Bourges, and 

Valériane Barcia, walked the runway beside 13 young women 

selected beforehand on Instagram. More than just a fashion 

trend, this reflected a lifestyle highlighted through the 

overflowing, infectious energy of these inspiring women. This 

was a moment that was truly…Unique!

With an ambitious programme of renowned fashion 

features highly anticipated by the profession, the show 

drew many visitors. Ultra-personalized and revamped, the 

show’s spaces and services received an excellent reception 

from retailers: The Retail Tour allowed them to analyze the 

key tools to enhance in-store product assortments, and the 

Retail Academy provided concrete answers to questions 

asked. Once again, the essential Trend & Selection space 

and the 3 daily fashion shows were concrete tools that 

inspired all visitors. Unprecedented features accented the 

show and offered premium services for buyers (Good 

Morning breakfasts, a Make Up Forever Academy beauty 

space, bag customisation and DIY workshops, etc.), creating 

a plethora of new, attentive elements that visitors loved!

Lenny Niemeyer, Swimwear Designer of the Year, honored 

us with her presence at the show to receive her award. The 

“architect of Couture swimwear” unveiled her new, 

flamboyant collection, closing the “The Selection” fashion 

show in the loveliest possible manner.Brazil, country in the 

spotlight this year, shone during the three days of the show. 

A great highlight thanks to its dedicated forum and the 

remarkable Brazilian brands on the 3 fashion shows.

Resorts and concept stores hailed the cutting-edge, 

visionary selection of lingerie, swimwear, loungewear, 

active wear, and beauty items presented within the 

exposed showcase area. Many buyers appreciated the new 

Millennials selection, the new zone dedicated to 

“Generation Z”, which corresponded to the needs of ultra-

connected consumers. Thus, the show managed to mix 

business, a warm atmosphere, and a passion for this 

industry, the same passion that leads all buyers and 

exhibitors to forge this unique bond.



Sustainability and technical prowess at 

the very heart of Interfilière Paris
Interfilière Paris, a driver of new ideas, once again generated 

trends, stimulated inspiration, and provoked encounters. In 

a Hall 3 entirely dedicated to materials, visitors unanimously 

hailed a consistent and user-friendly pathway through the 

show, and positive energy at exhibitor booths. They 

appreciated the relaxed working atmosphere accented with 

warm, sunny moments outside.

The Forums and talks fulfilled their informative role and 

fostered constructive dialogue on the projects of tomorrow. 

The human factor has become an essential element, with an 

exponential demand for all that is “real.”

Visitors were in search of products that are “well-made.” 

They want to introduce meaning into their collections, and 

sustainability is one way to do this. The show supports this 

desire to encourage the evolution of consumption patterns. 

This won’t happen in a day, but the course is now set. 

Starting from individual desires, the era is moving toward a 

collective consciousness. Products on offer are increasingly 

durable, for longer life spans, thus offering a real solution 

and a decidedly sustainable approach. Though consumers 

may not be looking to consume less, they certainly want to 

buy better!

In this vein, Interfilière Paris recognised Sofileta’s innovation 

and ecological commitment by awarding it the Performance 

Designer of the Year prize. On the supply side, the show also 

reflected the top visitor trends in terms of purchases and 

desires. At Interfilière Paris: Nothing spectacular, nothing 

superfluous…visitors were looking for aesthetic and 

technical newness. Quality and all that is “Beautiful” came 

first. A desire for lightness also continues, and has become 

the top technical criterium for technical purchases. 



Shapewear is lightening up at Innova Fabrics, and Chanty 

Lace’s high-tech laces offer new possibilities for the plus-

size market.

In the same way, Interfilier̀ e Paris partners with and 

supports the entrepreneurs and projects of tomorrow. Its 

inspiration space dedicated to innovation, once again 

fulfilled its promise. Right at the heart of industry realities, 

Interfilière Paris is clearly a must-visit event, popular with 

all the most influential stakeholders in the market 

worldwide.

Unique by Mode City and Interfilière Paris saw visitor 

attendance drop by 9 per cent(with a stable number of 

international visitors and a pronounced drop in French 

attendees) but confirmed its attractiveness with VIP and 

Premium buyers. Though we noted a slight drop in 

attendance, business at booths was positive overall. A 

magnet for visitors from the world over, with a French/ 

International ratio of 24 per cent to 76 per cent, the shows 

experienced: An increase in buyers from Russia (Due to the 

special Paris Moscow Express programme), Greece, 

Australia, Scandinavia, South Korea, Colombia, and Brazil, 

Stable numbers from Japan and the United Kingdom, A 

drop in visitors from Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, and 

the United States. 

Top 10 buyer countries were France, United Kingdom, 

Germany, Italy, Hong Kong, China, United States, Spain, 

Russia, Japan. Top 10 Acheteurs were from: France, Italy, 

Germany, Spain, Russia, United Kingdom, Belgium, 

Netherlands, South Korea, Japan. On the buyer side, the 

leading names in international retail were at the shows. The 

shows noted a slight increase in retailers, big names in e-

commerce, young designers, Haute Couture houses, and 

A drop in attendance figures, but 

premium buyers was out in full force!

brand agents. We also noted a stable number of 

department stores from all over the world for Unique by 

Mode City, and of brands for Interfilière Paris.

Interfiliere Paris

Some of the brands that were present during the show was: 

Australia: Hanes Australasia / Austria: Groupe Huber Hanro 

International / Belarus: Milavitsa / Belgium: Van De Velde / 

Brazil: Hope Do Nordeste - Hope Lingerie / China: Aimer 

Group - Wacoal China / Colombia: Crystal Gef / Danmark: 

Change Of Scandinavia / France: Groupe Chantelle - Undiz + 

- Rouge Gorge Lingerie - Princesse Tam Tam – Carrefour - 

Monoprix - Eres - LiseCharmel France - Kiwi Diffusion - 

Charlott Lingerie – Decathlon / Germany: C&A - Esprit 

Europe - Triumph International - Felina - Maryan 

Beachwear Group - Puma / Hong-Kong: H&M Group - 

Clover Group International - Regina Miracle International - 

Corsina International - Embry Group - Mast Industries L 

Brands / Ireland: Primark / Italy: Emmecipi Studio - 

GruppoInticom Yamamay - Calzedonia / Japan: Izumi 

(Osaka) / Netherlands: Hunkemoller / Poland: Corin / 

Russia: Roztech - Palmetta / SouthKorea: Namyeung Vivien 

/ Spain: Industrias Valls1 - GrupoInditex - Oysho / Sweden: 

H&M Group - Casall Sport Figfort - Manor / United 

Kingdom: Mark And Spencer - New Look Retailers - Topshop 

- Agent Provocateur - Panache Lingerie Limited - Asos.Com / 

United States: The Natori Company - Limited Brands - 

Victoria’s Secret - Dora LInternational - Dana Co - Swimwear 

Anywhere - Komar - Gap - Brooks Running.

Unique By Mode City

Australia: Allegro Australia - Im Lingerie / Austria: Giga 

Sport / Belgium: Van Dyck Et Partners – GaleriaInno / 

Canada: La Maison Simons / France: Merci - Vente-

Privee.Com - Showroomprive - Tahiti - Galeries Lafayette - 

Brands mark their presence 



L.N.V.B La Nouvelle Vague - Amazon – Printemps Paris - Le 

Bon Marché - Sidiot Lingerie / Germany: Kadewe – 

Karstadt – Conleys Modekontor - Limango - Zalando - 

Ludwig Beck / Greece: Attica Department Stores – 

Grecotel - Hondos Center – D Petropoulos / Italy: Gruppo 

Coin / Israel: The New Hamashbir Lazarchan / Japan: 

Isetan Mitsukoshi / Latvia: Mona Ok / Luxembourg: 

Glamuse / Maldives: Conrad / Mexico: El Palacio De Hierro 

/ Netherlands: De Bijenkorf / Qatar: Salam Studio& 

Stories / Russia: Mercury Distribution – Tsum / Spain: El 

Corte Inglès – Creaciones Betty / South Korea: Shinsegae 

International / Sweden: Brand Mrkt / Swiss: Jelmoli / 

United Kingdom: Asos.Com - Mark And Spencer - Net A 

Porter / United States:Footsie –Maison Jolie.



Testimonials

Nicole Ivanow, 

“It just kept getting better! 7th July was really good, and 8th 

July was even more successful! Clients are curious and were 

drawn in by shimmering, functional knits made for the 

Beachwear/ Activewear markets. We are so glad to be back.”

Marcelo Nabel, 

“Interfilière Paris is a truly unique trade show that I’ve been 

attending for over 30 years. The visitor team was truly 

efficient and useful... I hope to return every year so that I can 

find all the suppliers that our company needs.”

Laura Madden, 

Amazing show! The new layout, innovation forum and 

conferences have made the show for us. We’ve been able to 

ensure we cover a board range of sourcing. We made new 

contacts and learnt more through the focused speaker series.

Andréa Palm, 

“Though the aisles seemed a bit quieter, we were quite busy 

at our booth. That’s what really counts!”

Michaela Burgstaller, 

“The Unique by Mode City show was fascinating, and, once 

again, I discovered some new brands. The fashion show was 

significant, particularly the #IfeelUnique consumers, which 

was an excellent concept. We also spent a lovely evening at 

the JardinSuspendu party.”

YasminaBascle, 

“We loved the move to halls 3 and 4. It was a smart move. 

The Body Positive fashion show was the best! I also 

discovered new products thanks to the personal shopper… 

Thank you so much! This show was a real boost! In other 

words, see you next time!”

Exhibitors Interfilière Paris - 
Rosset (Brazil)

Buyers Interfilière Paris - 

Nabel Group (Argentina)

Buyers Interfilière Paris - 

Brooks Running (USA)

Exhibitors Interfilière Paris – 

Taubert (Germany)

Buyers Unique by Mode City - 

Giga Sport, Graz (Austria)

Buyers Unique by Mode City - 

Pétillante Lingerie (France)

Each one has their own way to say it..


